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Collision-induced emission spectra from 190-1020 nm were obtained for N2
+•/Ar collisions at laboratory

frame collision energies from 2 to 8 keV. The relative emission intensities of N2
+•, N+, and N• are independent

of the ion translational energy within the studied energy range, supporting the curve-crossing mechanism for
collisional excitation. The role of the target gas in keV N2

+•/He and N2
+•/Ar collisions was investigated by

both emission spectroscopy and theoretical calculations. Adiabatic potential energy surfaces calculated at the
CISD/6-311+G(2df) level of theory for N2

+•/He and N2
+•/Ar collisions indicate that excitation to the A 2Πu

and B 2Σu
+ states involves curve-crossing first to the C 2Σu

+ state, and the difference in N2
+• emission intensities

from the two systems can be accounted for by the slope difference at the crossing points based on the
Landau-Zener curve-crossing model.

1. Introduction

Collision-induced dissociation (CID) is an important tool in
mass spectrometry for elucidating ion structures.1–4 This process
is often considered a two-step process, in which the first step
excites the ions by collision, converting some of the ion
translational energy into internal energy. This is followed by a
second step involving dissociation of ions containing energy
above the dissociation threshold. Our interest is to use emission
spectroscopy to probe internal excitation in keV ion-target
collisions to obtain information on the first step of the two-step
process.

In the keV laboratory-frame collision energy range, excitation
by momentum transfer is minimized. As a result, collisional
activation at this energy range normally involves only electronic
excitation. Two mechanisms, vertical transitions and curve
crossings, have been proposed for keV collisions.5,6

In contrast to photoexcitation, in which a precise energy
determined by the wavelength of the light source is deposited
into the precursor ions, collisions deposit a range of energies.
Therefore, when the vertical transition model is applied for
collisional excitation, it is assumed that electronic transitions
to various excited states take place simultaneously and in
competition with each other. As a result, higher ion translational
energy (i.e., higher ion velocity) should favor higher-energy
transitions. Relatively stronger emissions would then be expected
from species formed at higher internal energy (such as excited-
state fragments).

However, when collisional activation occurs via curve cross-
ings, transitions occur at a few curve-crossing points and may
then be followed by a complicated sequence of nonadiabatic
interactions. Figure 1 illustrates two potential energy curves
(Vi(r) and Vf(r)) representing the initial and the final electronic
states of a polyatomic collision complex. Based on the
Landau-Zener model,7 the probability (P) of crossing-over at

a crossing point can be reflected in terms of the slope (dV/dr)
difference at the crossing point and the relative velocity (V) of
the two colliding species:

P) e-2δ where δ)
(2π)3⁄2H12

2(R)

(|dV1

dr
-

dV2

dr |)hv

(1)

where H12 is the off diagonal matrix element describing the
transition between two electronic states (1 and 2), and h is
Planck’s constant.8–10 Higher ion translational energy will
increase the probability that the system will cross to another
electronic state, but the distribution of the excited states of the
collision complex generated could remain constant. For a
polyatomic system as in the present study, a two-dimensional
extension of LZ theory is required,9,10 but eq 1 still gives a
qualitative picture of what will be important governing factors
for the transition probability in the present study.

There are two major approaches to the study of collisional
activation that allow us to identify the final electronic states
resulting from collisions. One of them is translational energy
spectroscopy (TES),11 in which the amount of translational
energy being converted into internal energy is directly measured.
This technique has been used to study a number of collisions
involving different diatomic ions or molecules. A recent study
by Fuentes and Martinez12 and a previous study by Fournier et
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional diagram illustrating crossing of potential
energy curves of a polyatomic collision complex.
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al.13 on N2
+•/He collisions suggest that upon collisions N+ is

produced from the C 2Σu
+ and the D 2Πg states of N2

+•.
Comparison of the TES spectra of keV N2

+•/He and N2
+•/Ar

collisions suggested that dissociation from the D 2Πg state is
relatively more important when Ar is the target than for a He
target.12

The other experimental strategy is by observing photon
emissions from collisionally activated species.14 This method,
sometimes referred to as collision-induced emission (CIE)
spectroscopy, has the advantage of higher resolution and higher
sensitivity. Our earlier study15 on the keV N2

+•/He collisions
by CIE spectroscopy showed that the relative emission intensity
resulting from N• and N+ fragments and the precursor N2

+• ions

are independent of the ion translational energy within the keV
collision energy range, suggesting that collisional excitation
involves curve crossings rather than vertical transitions. We have
extended this study to include collisions involving a heavier
target gas, Ar. In the present article, we will present results from
our study of keV N2

+•/Ar collisions by emission spectroscopy.
Experimental and theoretical comparison will be made to our
previous study and the difference the target gas makes on
collisional activation will be discussed.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental Methods. The CIE experiments were
performed on a modified VG ZAB mass spectrometer. Origi-
nally a double-focusing mass spectrometer,16,17 the third field-
free region (3FFR) and the second electrostatic analyzer were
later added to allow for mass spectrometric studies of fragment
ions. The 3FFR and the instrumental setup for this work have
been previously described.15,18 Briefly, the 3FFR consists of a
box 1 m long differentially pumped by two 6-in. diffusion pumps
and ending in a second electrostatic analyzer. A deceleration-
reacceleration collision cell assembly and a photon detection
system consisting of a spectrograph (Acton SpectraPro 275, 27.5
focal length, 1200 g mm-1 holographic grating) and a thermo-
electrically cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detector (An-
dor DV401-UV, front-illuminated with UV coating) have been
installed to the mass spectrometer for the detection of photon
emissions resulting from ion-target collisions.

The N2
+• ions are generated by electron ionization (with

80-90 eV electrons) in the ion source, mass selected by the
magnetic analyzer, energy selected by the first electrostatic
analyzer and collide with the target gas in the deceleration-
reacceleration lens assembly at a collision gas pressure that
reduces the precell ion flux by 10% (i.e., single collision
condition).2 Emissions from the excited ion beam and target
gas were directly observed. The time window of observation
ranges from 0.00-0.05 µs for 8 keV N2

+• to 0.00-0.09 µs for
2 keV N2

+•, depending on the translational energy of the
projectile ion. The entrance slit of the spectrograph is set to 3.0
mm to maximize emission signal intensity resulting in a spectral
resolution of 8.5 nm (full width at half-height for atomic lines).
Emission spectra were collected by the thermoelectrically cooled
charge-coupled device (CCD) cooled to a temperature of -35

Figure 2. Collision trajectory between a target atom (He or Ar) and
a N2

+• ion used in this study.

TABLE 1: Observed Emissions in Figures 3 and 4 and
Their Corresponding Radiative Lifetimes

transition τ (ns)a λ (nm) refs

N2
+• B 2Σu

+ f X 2Σg
+ ∆ν ) +2 ∼60 332 25–27

∆ν ) +1 356
∆ν ) 0 390
∆ν ) -1 424
∆ν ) -2 465

N2 C 3Πu f B 3Πg ∆ν ) +2 ∼39 296 27, 28
∆ν ) +1 314
∆ν ) 0 333
∆ν ) -1 352
∆ν ) -2 376

N+ (3d) 3F0 f (3p) 3D 8 503 29, 30
(3p) 3S f (3s) 3P0 13 503
(3p) 3D f (3s) 3P0 18 570

N (3p) 2D0 f (3s) 2P 46 941 29, 30
Ar (4p′)[1/2]1 f (4s)[3/2]2 149 697 29–31

(4p′)[3/2]2 f (4s)[3/2]2 253 707
(4p′)[3/2]2 f (4s)[3/2]1 738
(4p)[1/2]0 f (4s)[3/2]1 21 752
(4p)[3/2]2 f (4s)[3/2]2 773
(4p)[3/2]1 f (4s)[3/2]2 802
(4p)[5/2]2 f (4s)[3/2]2 108

Ar (4p)[5/2]3 f (4s)[3/2]2 30 812
(4p′)[1/2]1 f (4s′)[1/2]1 826
(4p)[5/2]2 f (4s)[3/2]1 843
(4p′)[3/2]1 f (4s′)[1/2]1 853
(4p)[3/2]1 f (4s′)[1/2]0 868
(4p)[1/2]1 f (4s)[3/2]2 53 913
(4p)[3/2]1 f (4s′)[1/2]1 922

a Lifetimes from refs 25, 26, 28, and 30.

TABLE 2: Emission Intensity (in Photon Counts) of the ∆ν
) +1 (356 nm) and ∆ν ) 0 (390 nm) Transitions of N2

+• B
2Σu

+ f X 2Σg
+ from 8 keV N2

+•/He and N2
+•/Ar Collisions

N2
+•/He N2

+•/Ar

accumulation time I (356 nm) I (390 nm) I (356 nm) I (390 nm)

30 min 391 721 173 165
1 h 698 1247 384 364

TABLE 3: Slope Difference at Crossing Points of the
Potential Energy Curves Calculated at the CISD/
6-311+G(2df) and TD B3-LYP/6-311+G(2df) Levels of
Theory

slope difference at crossing points (eV Å-1)

� (Å) Xf C Cf A Cf B
N2

+•/He
TD B3-LYP

0.8 13 18 6
CISD

0.5 20 19 7
0.6 17 21 8
0.7 15 17 6
0.8 18 15 6
av 18 18 6

N2
+•/Ar
CISD

1.0 10 10 8
1.1 9 10 6
1.2 9 9 6
1.3 9 8 5
1.4 6 8 6
av 9 9 6
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°C. Optical emissions from 190-1020 nm were recorded by
the Andor MCD 2.63.1.8 program and were recorded in 14
separate segments, each being 50-70 nm wide. Two accumula-
tions of 60 min were collected for each segment at full vertical
binning reading mode, and each of the 14 segments was
background subtracted. Background spectra were collected prior
to signal acquisition at exactly the same conditions except
without an ion beam. Spectral spikes resulting from cosmic rays
were removed digitally by the program. Horizontal binning was
performed manually in the ASCII file by combining data from
every 20 pixel columns, and the overlapping portion of the
spectrum at the two ends of each window was averaged.

A higher-resolution spectrum was collected from 260-470
nm following the above-described procedure except that the
entrance slit width was narrowed to 1.0 mm and the data

acquisition time of each accumulation was increased to 5 h.
This resulted in a spectral resolution of 3.2 nm.

2.2. Theoretical Methods. Adiabatic potential energy curves
for the collision complexes N2

+•-He and N2
+•-Ar as a function

of collision coordinate were calculated at the CISD/6-311+G(2df)
level of theory using the Gaussian 98 suite of programs.19 Figure
2 shows the collision trajectory between a target atom and an
N2

+• ion as defined in our calculations. When the diatomic ion
N2

+• lies along the y axis, the collision trajectory of the target
atom follows a path above and parallel to the x axis separated
by � angstroms. Single-point energy calculations were per-
formed as a function of R, from 0 to 3 Å (for He) and 4 Å (for
Ar) in steps of 0.1 Å. Several trajectories with different � values
were sampled (� varies from 0.5 to 0.8 Å for N2

+•/He and from
0.9 to 1.5 Å for N2

+•/Ar collisions). With the collision trajectory

Figure 3. CIE spectra (190-1020 nm) of N2
+•/Ar collisions at different ion translational energies. All ion translational energies were obtained by

varying the accelerating voltage at the ion source, except at 2 keV, which was obtained from a 3 keV ion beam with +1 kV applied to the collision
cell. Collision gas pressure corresponded to 90% ion beam transmission. Peaks related to the N2 C 3Πu f B 3Πg transition are in italics.

Figure 4. CIE spectrum (260-470 nm) of 8 keV N2
+•/Ar collisions obtained with an entrance slit width of 1.0 mm. The expected position of the

∆ν ) 2 and ∆ν ) -2 bands of the N2 C 3Πu f B 3Πg transition is labeled.
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as defined, the collision complex always possesses C2ν sym-
metry. This is obviously only one possible trajectory out of
many, but we have chosen it because it forces the adiabatic
curves to have different irreducible representations in the C2ν
point group. They therefore correspond to the diabatic curves
needed in the LZ model and allow us to determine which state
crossings are mainly responsible for the excitation in the
collisions. Since this representation of state crossings in the
collision coordinate involves only conical intersections (due to
symmetry), the value of H12 in eq 1 will always be zero and P
will be 1, regardless of the slope differences between crossing
states. It will be nonzero (which is needed to implement LZ
theory) when the system deviates from C2ν symmetry (Ta-
ble 1).

The potential energy curve of an electronic state of the
complex may contain more than one individual orbital compo-
nent. Πu state, for example, consists of A1 and B1 components
that may split into separate potential energy curves along the
collision trajectory. Since both components yield similar
potential energy curves from our calculations, especially at and
near the crossing point, they will be presented as averaged results
for each particular electronic state of the collision complex.

The potential energy curves of the N2
+•-He collision complex

with � ) 0.8 Å obtained from the CISD calculations were
compared to that from time-dependent density function theory
(TD B3-LYP/6-311+G(2df)). They both exhibit similar features
(Figure S1, Supporting Information) and slope difference at the
crossing points (Table 3).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. N2
+• Ion Beam. As discussed in our previous publication

on N2
+•/He collisions,15 an electron energy of 80-90 eV can

produce N2
+• in excited electronic states. However, on the basis

of state lifetimes, ions that are formed initially in the B 2Σu
+

and C 2Σu
+ states will undergo spontaneous radiative decay to

the ground state before arriving at the collision cell. Considerable
N2

+• A 2Πu may be involved in the collision events, but the
fact that no N2

+• A 2Πu f X 2Σg
+ emissions could be detected

in the absence of target gas suggest that the A 2Πu state makes
up a negligible fraction of the ion beam.

3.2. Emission Spectra of N2
+•/Ar Collisions. The emission

spectra over the wavelength range of 190-1020 nm obtained
from N2

+•/Ar collisions at different projectile ion translational
energies are presented in Figure 3. The prominent feature in
the low wavelength region is the ∆ν ) +2, +1, 0, -1, -2
vibrational transition progression of the N2

+• B 2Σu
+f X 2Σg

+

electronic transition. A vibrational transition progression in the
N2 C 3Πu f B 3Πg electronic transition was also observed.
Previously, when He was used as the target gas, the charge
transfer process was unlikely because of the high ionization
energy of He. A conversion of 9.01 eV from translational to
internal energy is required for electron transfer to occur. To
produce N2(C) from charge transfer, 20.1 eV must be converted
from translational to internal energy. In comparison, the charge
transfer process with Ar is much more favorable. Only 0.18 eV
is needed to produce N2(X) and 11.3 eV to produce N2(C).

The relative intensities of the N2
+ B 2Σu

+f X 2Σg
+ in Figure

3 appear to be different from what was observed from the N2
+•/

He collisions15 as the ∆ν ) 1 peak is now the dominant peak
in the vibrational progression. This results from the overlap of
the N2 and N2

+ emissions as some of their wavelengths are very
close. A higher-resolution spectrum with the entrance slit width
reduced to 1.0 mm was obtained at this wavelength region, in
an attempt to separate them (Figure 4). At this slit width, spectral

resolution is increased to 3.2 nm. The ∆ν ) 0 (at 330 nm) of
N2 C 3Πu f B 3Πg and the ∆ν ) 2 (at 335 nm) of N2

+ B 2Σu
+

f X 2Σg
+ are obviously separated, but the peak at 355 nm is

not. However, the peak intensity of ∆ν ) 1 of N2
+ B 2Σu

+ f
X 2Σg

+ is now lower than that for ∆ν ) 0. This now better
resembles the N2

+•/He spectrum and may indicate that the two
peaks are on the verge of separation.

At 2 keV ion translational energy, N2 C 3Πu f B 3Πg

emissions were not observed. Kelley et al. studied emissions
(310-435 nm) from N2

+•/Ar collisions with N2
+• translational

energy ranges from 100 eV to 1 keV.20 Within this energy range,
no N2 C 3Πuf B 3Πg was observed. This indicates that at low
translational energy, the probability of forming N2 C 3Πu is
small, precluding our observation of the weak ∆ν ) 2, 1 bands
at 2 keV.

The emissions from the excited N+ fragments resulting from
the dissociation of N2

+• can also be observed, but those from the
excited N• are not obvious. This is because of the presence of many
intense peaks from Ar in the high wavelength region. The only
unambiguous N• peak (i.e., free from Ar interference) is the (3p)
2D0 f (3s) 2P transition observed at 941 nm.

Similar to the N2
+•/He collisions, the relative intensities of

the spectral peaks were also compared. The relative intensity
has been corrected for the difference in lifetime of the various
states since we only observe a portion of the emission from the
excited-state species. Figure 5 presents the relative intensity plot
when all collisions were assumed to take place when they enter
the observation region (i.e., near the center of the collision cell).
All the points fall along the y ) x line, indicating that the relative
intensities from N2

+•, N+, and N• do not change with ion
translational energy, consistent with the curve-crossing mech-
anism. Relative intensity plots without lifetime correction and
with a different lifetime correction can be found in Figure S2
in Supporting Information for comparison. It leads to the same
conclusion as our previous study on N2

+•/He collisions in which
the vast majority of collision events take place under the
observation window. The intensities of the emissions from the
target gas cannot be directly compared with those from the
projectile ions or fragments since the spatial distribution of
collisions across the collision cell is unknown.

3.3. Comparison of N2
+•/He and N2

+•/Ar Collisions. The
N2

+• B 2Σu
+ f X 2Σg

+ emission intensities of keV N2
+•/He

Figure 5. Lifetime-corrected plot of the relative emission intensities
of N2

+•, N+, and N• at various ion translational energies versus those
at 8 keV. I(X) represents the intensity of N2

+•, N+, and N• and I(390
nm) the intensity of the B 2Σu

+ f X 2Σg
+ (∆ν ) 0) transition of N2

+•.
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and N2
+•/Ar collisions at 90% beam transmission were com-

pared. Table 2 tabulates the photon counts of the peak at 356
nm (∆ν ) +1) and 390 nm (∆ν ) 0) arising from both types

of collisions. Emissions were collected with an accumulation
time of 30 min and 1 h. It is clear that N2

+•/He collisions result
in emission intensities that is about four times stronger (based

Figure 6. Adiabatic potential energy curves of the (a) N2
+•-He and (b) N2

+•-Ar collision complexes at various � values calculated at the CISD/
6-311+G(2df) level of theory. The location of the crossing points is circled.
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on ∆ν ) 0). The difference could not have been caused by ion
scattering. Even though a stronger scattering effect would be
expected with argon, comparison of scattering cross sections
of O• by He and Ar shows that 99% and 98%, respectively
would have exited the collision cell.21 This difference is too
small to have any significant impact on the emission intensities.
The charge-transfer process can also reduce the amount of N2

+•

B 2Σu
+ state being formed. In order for the signal to decrease

by 2-4 times, 50-75% of the N2
+• ion beam needs to be

neutralized upon collisions. A careful neutralization-reionization
study of N2

+• found that the charge transfer efficiency between
N2

+• and Ar is only about 5%.22

Figure 6 presents the adiabatic potential energy curves of the
N2

+•-He and N2
+•-Ar collision complex at different � values

calculated at the CISD/6-311+G(2df) level of theory. As the
excited states of He and Ar are higher in energy than those of
N2

+•, the lowest excited states of the collision complex are
composed of the interaction of the ground-state of He or Ar
with various electronic states of N2

+•. A small dip (∼0.2 eV) is
observed in the N2

+•-Ar potential energy curves at around 2.1
Å. This indicates that there is a small attractive potential between
Ar and N2

+ and is in agreement with other computational and
spectroscopic studies of the N2

+-He and N2
+-Ne complexes.23

In all cases, the N2
+• X 2Σg

+ state crosses with only the C
2Σu

+ state, not the A 2Πu or B 2Σu
+ state. Therefore, excitation

to the B 2Σu
+ state will normally require curve-crossing first to

the C 2Σu
+ state and then from the C 2Σu

+ state to the B 2Σu
+

state. This result agrees with translational energy loss experi-
ments in which the C 2Σu

+ state was identified as the most
important transitions involved in the production of N+.12,13

As a result of nuclear and electronic interactions, a lower �
(i.e., smaller impact parameter) leads to crossing at a larger
collision distance. As a result, the ion-target distance (d) (see
Figure 2) and the potential energy at the crossing point is almost
constant with respect to �. According to the Landau-Zener
model, the probability (P) of crossing over to another electronic
state is reflected in terms of the Hamiltonian for the crossing,
H12, the slope difference at the crossing point and the ion
velocity (equation 1). In the two collision systems, excitation
of the collision complex occurs initially by the crossing from
the ground electronic state to the excited-state corresponding
to the C 2Σu

+ state of N2
+•. If we make the assumption that the

H12 terms for this transition in the two collision systems will
be similar (since the same states of N2

+• are involved and they
both correspond to single electronic excitations), differences in
the transition probability will be dictated mostly by the slope
difference at the crossing point between the two diabatic curves.
The same assumption could be made for the C 2Σu

+ to B 2Σu
+

state crossing (which represents a two-electron state change) in
the two collision systems. Larger differences in slope represent
a higher probability of crossing-over. A comparison was
therefore made of the slope differences at different � parameters
for both collision systems (Table 3) within the C2ν symmetry
constraint of our model. The slope differences at the X-C
crossing point are larger for N2

+•/He than for N2
+•/Ar, whereas

those at the C-B crossing point are similar in both cases. On
the basis of this picture, the formation of ions in the B 2Σu

+

state is more probable in N2
+•/He collisions because more ions

first cross over to the C 2Σu
+ state upon collision with the He

target and then subsequently cross to the B 2Σu
+ state.

Another observation is that we see relatively more fragment
emissions versus B 2Σu

+f X 2Σg
+ emissions in collisions with

Ar as compared to collisions with He. This agrees with

conclusions from Martinez and Fuentes, who measured higher
dissociation cross sections for N2

+•/Ar collisions.12,24

4. Conclusions

This paper compares the collision-induced emissions from
keV N2

+•/He and N2
+•/Ar collisions and presents evidence that

supports the curve-crossing mechanism for collisional activation.
First, the excited-state species formed as a result of high keV
N2

+•/Ar collisions were probed by collision-induced emission
spectroscopy. The relative population of electronically excited
N2

+•, N+, and N• states remains constant as the collision energy
is increased from 2 to 8 keV. This result is consistent with the
curve-crossing mechanism in which increasing collision energy
in the keV energy range increases the probability of crossing
from one potential curve to another at the crossing points;
therefore, the overall population in the excited states increases
but the same relative population among the excited states could
result. Second, the role of the target gas in N2

+•/He and N2
+•/

Ar collisions was compared by emission spectroscopy and
theoretical calculations. Adiabatic potential energy surfaces for
N2

+•/He and N2
+•/Ar collisions indicate that the ground state

of N2
+• does not cross directly with the A 2Πu or B 2Σu

+ state.
Rather, it involves curve-crossing first to the C 2Σu

+ state. The
difference in emission intensities from the B 2Σu

+ f X 2Σg
+

emission of N2
+• in the two systems can be accounted for by

the slope differences in the adiabatic potential energy surfaces
based on the Landau-Zener curve-crossing model.
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